51st Championship Show and Restricted Trial
Critique
Sunday 10th June 2001

CONFORMATION SHOW
BABY PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1 VONPETA SHEEZA MONA - 13/12/00 - 5100017939 (*Ch Denargun Browned
Off A Z H.Neg x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
2 HAGENSTOLZ DINKUM DICE - 4/1/01 - 3100071684 (*Troy vd Noriswand a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Hagenstolz Zena A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Pettenhofer A/Taylor A
3 HAGENSTOLZ DINKUM DAZZLA AZ - 4/1/01 - 3100071681 (*Troy vd
Noriswand a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Hagenstolz Zena A Z) Bdr: Pettenhofer
A/Taylor A Exh: Dobson/Taylor
4 NATCHEZ Y SEXY THING - 10/1/01 - 5100018087 (*Natchez Vampire Slayer
A Z H.Neg x *Natchez Hell Cat A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Smith P
5 BONSHANNON INDEE - 7/2/01 - 3100073198 (*Sterbach Montana A Z H.Neg
x *Bonshannon Xanadu A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Ellen B
Grading: PROMISING
6 GRUNDELHARDT YASMIN - 20/12/00 - 5100018073 (*Mutz von
Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Grundelhardt Orrinococo A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh:
Cocks PJ & JM
7 LEBERHINE NIKOV - 14/1/01 - 5100018869 (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a Z
(Imp Gmy) x Adelora Nike Z) Bdr: Garvican H & C Exh: Evans R & D/Garvican H
&C
8 NATCHEZ ZSA ZSA - 20/2/01 - 5100018878 (*Natchez Vampire Slayer A Z
H.Neg x *Natchez Iced Coffee A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Smith P
9 SIEGERHEIMS JULIKA - 21/2/01 - 5100018857 (*Ch Triumphs Kazan a Z
H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh:
Corlett K & V/Hume L

10 SIEGERHEIMS JACKIE O - 21/2/01 - 5100018858 (*Ch Triumphs Kazan a Z
H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh:
Corlett K & V/Hume L
11 BRUANGIE TITIAN GOLD - 27/2/01 - 5100019375 (*Adelora Marcus A Z
H.Neg x *Bruangie La Lola A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett K & V

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1 FLICONA LYKA LUVA - 11/10/00 - 4100061185 (*Ch Denargun Browned Off
A Z H.Neg x *Ch Astasia Yana A Z) Bdr: Perkins G Exh: Attwood BW
8 months - Above medium size medium strong black and tan female of very good
type. Normal wither, firm back, croup is a little short but well laid. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm could be a fraction longer.
Stands correct in front. Female runs with powerful drive, the reach could be more
effective. The back should remain more firm.
2 SPELLBINDA INDIGO. - 24/11/00 - 31000069631 (*Stobar Pete AZ H Neg x *
Ch. Bonacre Ramoth A Z Bdr A. Adams. Exh. E. Neale.
Critique not available.
3 BODECKA HERE WE GO - 28/10/00 - 3100067964 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Bodecka Bolly A Z CD) Bdr: Exh Exh: Joseph J
7 ½ months - Black and gold female of very good type. Very good head I would
like to see the eye a fraction darker. High wither, firm back, well moulded croup
just slightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the upper
arm could be just a fraction longer and better angled. Stands correct in front.
Correct going and coming, hocks, elbows and pasterns yet to firm. Female runs
with a far reaching gait the reach could be more effective.
4 SAGENHAFT OLYMPIC DREAM - 14/9/00 - 5100016518 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Sagenhaft S Burlesque A Z) Bdr: Tester JA & CA Exh:
Phillis J/Mayne B
9 months - Above medium size medium strong sable bitch of good type. Good
head slightly spoilt by light eye. High withers, firm back, just slightly short croup.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm could be slightly
longer. Female stands correct in front. Firm coming and going, hocks, elbows
and pasterns yet to firm. Powerful far reaching gait

5 STOBAR BRONTE - 27/11/00 - 3100069747 (*Stobar Peete A Z H.Neg x
*Stobar Odina A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Auwena B
6 ½ months - Grey sable female of very good type, very good head and
expression. High wither, firm back, coup is well laid just slightly short. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Correct going
with the hocks yet to firm, correct coming with elbows and pasterns yet to firm.
Female moves freely with very effective reach and drive.
6 ADELORA SASHA - 8/11/00 - 2100104217 (*Adelora Marcus A Z H.Neg x
*Adelora Nikkitta A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J
7 months - Black and gold female, medium size, medium strong. High wither, firm
back, the croup is well laid but could be a fraction longer. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Going hocks yet to firm,
coming elbows and pasterns yet to firm. During movement female shows a
powerful drive with very effective forward reach.
Grading: PROMISING
7 RHOSYN QUEST FOR GLORY - 7/10/00 - 5100016996 (*Rhosyn Kriskross A
Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Chicago Hope A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ & C
8 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold female of very
good type. Good head and expression. High withers, firm back, just slightly short
slightly steep croup, pronounced fore chest development for her age. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands not quite correct in front. Correct
going, coming elbow connection could be a little tighter elbows and pasterns yet
to firm. Female runs with a powerful far reaching gait.
8 ADELORA TENNESSEE - 3/12/00 - 2100104246 (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a
Z (Imp Gmy) x *Gretelheim Fanta A Z ET) Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L &
J Exh: O'Grady P & A
6 months - Above medium size medium strong female of good type. Good head.
High wither, firm back, just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulations. Female stands correct in front. Going hocks yet to
firm, coming elbows yet to firm. During movement both reach and drive could be
more effective.
9 HILLTOP DELLA - 14/10/00 - 3100069063 (*Adrian zur Seehochte a Z H.Neg
(Imp Gmy) x Hilltop Wanderer A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Huxley J
8 months - Black and gold female of good type. Normal wither firm back, just
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Stands

correct in front. Going a little narrow, coming elbows a little loose, elbows hocks
and pasterns yet to firm. Female runs with an expansive reaching gait.
10 VONDOUSSA DEVIL INSIDE - 2/11/00 - 5100017504 (*Ch Triumphs Kazan
a Z H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Delaforce Bel Espirit A Z ET) Bdr: Exh Exh: Hueppauff
A/Lloyd M
7 months - Above medium size medium strong female of good type. High wither,
firm back just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and hindquarter
angulations, the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. The bitch
stands not quite correct in front. Correct going, coming elbow connection could
be tighter, hocks, elbows and pasterns yet to firm. During movement both reach
and drive could be more effective.
11 MOROKA FLAME - 8/12/00 - 3100069964 (*Ch Denargun Browned Off A Z
H.Neg x *Hasenway Orange Comet A) Bdr: Hynd J & C Exh: McPherson A & A
6 months - Black and gold female of very good type. High wither firm back, just
slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulations, the
upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Stands correct in front.
Correct going hocks yet to firm, coming elbows and pasterns yet to firm. During
movement female runs with effective drive however the forehand reach could be
more effective.
12 LEGIONAIRE JJS JEWEL - 10/12/00 - 3100070558 (*Adalric Bullets N Balls
A Z H.Neg x *Legionaire Petra A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Quarrell/Jenkins
6 months - Medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Good head spoilt
by slightly light eye. The right ear is yet to firm. High wither firm back, just slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the
upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Going hocks are loose,
moves a little close, coming elbows and pasterns yet to firm. Stands correct in
front. During movement the bitch covers the ground with effective reach and
drive.
13 GRUNDELHARDT XABRINA - 15/11/00 - 5100017491 (*Mutz von
Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Shaitan Dancing Queen A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh:
Cocks PJ & JM
7 months - black and gold female, over medium size medium strong. High wither
firm back, well laid but slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Stands
correct in front. Going hock should be firmer, coming the elbow connection could
be firmer. During gaiting both the drive and reach should be more effective.

PUPPY BITCH

Grading: PROMISING
1 JOHKAHRA MATILDA - 20/7/00 - 2100092775 (*Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy
A Z H.Neg x *Bronacre Wild Wench A Z) Bdr: Fellowes B & G Exh: Lines T
10 ½ months - Medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Very
harmoniously constructed, very good head and expression. High withers firm
back, the croup is well laid but just slightly short. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and under chest development. Female
stands correct in front. Correct going, correct coming elbows and pasterns are
yet to firm. Female runs with powerful drive and effective fore reach where the
back remains firm.
2 JOHKAHRA MATILDA - 20/7/00 - 2100092775 (*Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy
A Z H.Neg x *Bronacre Wild Wench A Z) Bdr: Fellowes B & G Exh: Lines T
10 ½ months - Medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Very
harmoniously constructed, very good head and expression. High withers, firm
back, the croup is well laid but just slightly short. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations. Very good fore and under chest development. Female
stands correct in front. Correct going, correct coming elbows and pasterns are
yet to firm. Female runs with powerful drive and effective fore reach where the
back remains firm.
3 SHALEEDY JUSTA CLASSACT - 16/6/00 - 3100062645 (*Ch Turnberry
Stands Alone A Z H.Neg x Shaleedy Zulu Maiden) Bdr: Exh Exh: Moody F
11 ½ months - Large strong substantial bitch. Ears are set low on head. High
withers, firm back, good length of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Good fore and under chest development. Female stands correct in
front. Going hocks yet to firm, coming elbows yet to firm. During movement bitch
shows a very good powerful far reaching gait.
4 VOLKRISS SILHOUTTE - 29/7/00 - 3100065096 (*Hagenstolz New Horizon A
Z H.Neg x *Siegerheims Caroline A Z) Bdr: Berry D Exh: McClare N & Tapp C
10 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good well structured head, expression spoilt by slightly light eye.
High withers, firm back, croup just slightly short and slightly steep. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations, good fore and under chest development. The
upper arm is of good length but could be better angled. Stands correct in front.
Going hocks yet to firm, coming elbows and pasterns are yet to firm. During
movement shows a powerful far reaching gait but falls slightly on the forehand.

5 SIEGERHEIMS HEIDI - 9/8/00 - 5100016614 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg
(Imp Gmy) x *Ch Siegerheims Brigitte A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh: Duyvestyn G &
H/Flynn P & K
10 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head and expression. High wither, firm back, just slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the
upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled. Female stands correct in
front. Going hocks are yet to firm, coming elbows and pasterns yet to firm. During
movement both reach and drive could be more effective. I would like to see the
ears remain firm.
6 ORRINSHIR UPTOWN GIRL - 22/8/00 - 3100065897 (*Bhuachaille Super
Nova A Z H.Neg x *Orrinshir Quick Sand A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Taylor S
9 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Good
head, right ear just slightly soft and tipped. High wither, firm back, just slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. I
would like to see the pasterns a little firmer. Stands correct in front. Going the
hocks are yet to firm, coming moves wide, elbows wrists and pasterns yet to firm.
During movement both reach and drive could be more effective.
7 BONSHANNON GILLIAN - 26/6/00 - 3100062198 (*Xiro v patersweg a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Bonshannon Tegan) Bdr: Ellen B Exh: Juggins A/Micallef L
11 ½ months - Large , strong black and gold bitch of good type. Expression is
spoilt by slightly light eye, strong head, tilted and soft right ear. Normal withers,
firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, the upper arm could be just a fraction longer. Female stands correct
in front. Correct going, coming the elbows and pasterns are yet to firm. During
movement both reach and drive could be more effective, the bitch falls slightly on
the forehand.
8 VONPETA REGGIE - 19/09/00 - 5100016862 (*Ch. Crossfire Cantona A Z H
Neg x *Vonpeta NadinaA Z. Breeder / Exh. Damarell/Pike.
Critique not available.
9 GRUNDELHARDT WILD WITCH - 27/8/00 - 5100016565 (*Mutz von
Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Redhaus Anastasia A Z) Bdr: Cocks PJ & JM
Exh: Hueppauff A/Lloyd M/Cocks PJ & JM
9 ½ months - Large strong substantial bitch of good type. Strong head,
expression spoilt by slightly light eye. Normal wither, firm back, slightly short
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Bitch
does not stand quite correct in front. Going moves close with hocks yet to firm,

coming elbows wrists and pasterns yet to firm. During movement bitch displays a
powerful reach and effective drive where the back remains firm.
10 GILARISHA BLANCHE - 31/7/00 - 5100016602 (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a
Z (Imp Gmy) x *Alimanda Gila A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Archbold I & R
10 ½ months - Above medium size, medium strong, darkly pigmented bitch of
good type. Good head, expression spoilt by a light eye. Normal withers, firm
back, croup is well laid but sightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations. Stands correct in front. Going hocks are close and loose, coming
elbows, wrist and pasterns are loose. During movement the bitch displays a
powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.

JUNIOR BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
1 ADELORA REMY AZ - 18/12/99 - 2100082541 (*Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy
A Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z) Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J
Exh: Shaw T & P/Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J
17 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head and expression. High wither firm back, just slightly
short slightly steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with
powerful thighs. Very good fore and under chest development. Female stands
correct in front. Moves correct going, correct coming. During movement she
shows a powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
2 ADELORA ROXY AZ - 18/12/99 - 2100082442 (*Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy
A Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Chelsea A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Neddermeyer H &
J/Strachan L & J
17 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head and expression. High withers firm back, just slightly
short croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations, powerful thighs. Very
good fore and under chest development. Very clean under and overline. Female
stands correct in front. Correct going, correct coming. Bitch shows a powerful
drive and far reaching gait transmitted through a firm back.
3 WINBIRRA ARTISTIC - 10/2/00 - 3100054188 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg
(Imp Gmy) x *Ch San Rancho Cinnomon A Z) Bdr: Carless P Exh: Orchard R & J

16 months - Above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Lovely
dark eye. High wither firm back, good lay of croup but could be a fraction longer.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, very good fore and under
chest development, very clean top and underline. Female stands correct in front.
Going hocks yet to firm, coming elbows yet to firm. During movement bitch
displays a powerful drive with far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
4 KWINTSHEUL ABBEY ROAD AZ - 28/2/00 - 3100054930 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Bronacre Medusa A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Duyvestyn G & H
15 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Very
good head and expression. High withers firm back, just sightly short sightly steep
croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm is just
slightly short and could be better angled. Female stands correct in front. Correct
going, correct coming. During movement the bitch displays a powerful far
reaching gait where the back remains firm.
5 BRUANGIE PENNY ROYALE AZ - 21/1/00 - 5100014427 (*Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett K
&V
16 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Very
good head and expression. High withers firm back, just slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations with powerful
thighs.. Good fore and under chest development. Female stands correct in front.
Correct going, correct coming. During movement shows a powerful far reaching
gait.
6 BLYTHEDALE DARMA - 17/2/00 - 3100055783 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Sterbach Begora A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Blythe J & B
15 ½ months - Above medium size large medium strong bitch of very good type.
Very good head and expression. High wither firm back, croup could be just a
fraction longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, the upper arm
could be slightly longer and better angled .Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation good fore and under chest development. Female stands correct in
front. Correct going but hocks yet to firm, coming elbows yet to firm. During
movement the bitch displays a powerful drive the reach could be more effective.
Grading GOOD
7 ORRINSHIR FANCY ANNIE - 21/2/00 - 3100055936 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Orrinshir Quick Sand A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Taylor S
15 ½ months - A large medium strong bitch of very good type. Very good head
and expressive lovely dark eye. Lovely coloured female. High withers firm back,

slightly short slightly steep croup. The upper arm is just slightly short and could
be better angled, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going hocks are
slightly loose and coming the elbows are slightly loose. During movement bitch
shows far reaching powerful drive and effective gait where the back remains firm.
8 REGALSHEP JUST WITCHERY - 5/5/00 - 5100015469 (*Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Regalshep Destany A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Mayne D
13 months - Above medium size medium strong sable bitch of very good type.
Good head and expression, lovely dark eye. Good withers firm back, croup is
well laid but could be a little longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled. Good fore
and under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going hocks are
slightly loose, coming elbows sightly loose. During movement bitch displays a
powerful drive however the reach could be more effective.
9 HILLTOP ANSCHI - 12/5/00 - 3100060565 (*Adrian zur Seehochte a Z H.Neg
(Imp Gmy) x Hilltop Evi) Bdr: Exh Exh: Huxley J
13 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of good
type. The ear set is just slightly wide. Normal withers firm back, just slightly short
slightly steep croup. The upper arm could be longer and better angled, good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Going hocks are
slightly loose, coming elbow connection is yet to tighten. During movement both
reach and drive could be more effective.
10 TREYSHUTZ RARING TO GO - 14/4/00 - 5100015022 (*Mutz von
Schuttingerweg a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Budarick R
&M
14 months - Above medium size medium strong female. I would like to see a
darker mask, the expression is spoilt by a slightly light eye. High withers firm
back, just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Female stands
high in the pasterns and carries the head somewhat erect. Going the hocks are
yet to firm, coming elbows yet to firm. During movement the bitch displays far
reaching gait and powerful drive where the front reach could be more effective.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
8 GILARISHA ARING AFIRE Z - 29/6/99 - 5100011544 (*Turnberry Stands
Alone A Z x *Alimanda Gila A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Archbold I & R

23 ½ months - Large medium strong bitch of very good type. Feminine head and
expression. High withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation good fore and very good under chest
development. Female stands correct in front. Going hocks just slightly loose,
coming elbows just slightly loose. Female runs with a powerful drive and far
reaching gait where the back remains firm.
1 SAGENHAFT WAR CRY AZ - 21/9/99 - 5100012502 (*Ch Denargun Browned
Off A Z H.Neg x Sagenhaft S Brindabella) Bdr: Exh Exh: Tester J & C
20 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong, very good type. Very good
colour, very well pigmented female. Very good head and expression, very good
dark eye. High withers, firm back, good lay of croup which ideally could be a
fraction longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Very good fore
and under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going correct,
coming elbow connection could be a little firmer. During movement the bitch
displays powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
6 SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE AZ - 22/9/99 - 5100012087 (*Ch Leitungen Prince
Rowdy A Z H.Neg x Darkana Tiffany A Z CDX) Bdr: Exh Exh: Owen B
20 ½ months - Above medium size over medium strong black and gold bitch of
very good type. Very good head and expression. High wither firm back, the croup
is well laid but could be a fraction longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good fore and very good under chest development. Female stands
correct in front. Going hocks just slightly loose, coming elbows just slightly loose.
During movement female displays a powerful drive with far reaching gait where
the back remains firm.
4 SPELLBINDA HONKY TONKGAL AZ - 13/10/99 - 3100048533 (*Stobar
Peete A Z H.Neg x *Ch Bronacre Ramoth A Z) Bdr: Adams A Exh: Vincent P
20 months - Above medium strong bitch of very good type. Well coloured bitch
with good head and expression. Lovely dark eye, ears set just sightly close. High
withers firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations, good fore and very good under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Going hocks just yet to firm, coming elbows yet to
firm. During movement the bitch displays a powerful far reaching gait where the
back remains firm.
2 SPELLBINDA HIGH SOCIETY - 13/10/99 - 3100048535 (*Stobar Peete A Z
H.Neg x *Ch Bronacre Ramoth A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Adams A
20 months - Above medium size medium strong bitch. Good colour and very
good type. Very good head and expression, lovely dark eye. High withers firm
back, croup is well moulded but could be just a fraction longer. Good fore and

very good hindquarter angulations, good fore and very good under chest
development. Female stands correct in front. Correct going, coming elbows yet to
tighten. During movement the bitch displays a powerful far reaching gait where
the back remains firm.
7 VONPETA QUARTRO AZ - 26/10/99 - 5100012652 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
19 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head, lovely dark eyes. High wither firm back, croup is well
laid but should be a fraction longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulations, good fore and very good under chest development. Female stands
correct in front. Going hocks are slightly close and slightly loose, coming the
elbows are yet to firm. During movement both reach and drive should be more
effective.
3 SHEPROSE IM INTRIGUING AZ - 1/11/99 - 5100012567 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Darkana Elle McPherson Z) Bdr: Owen B Exh: Hume L
19 ½ months - Medium size medium strong bitch of very good type. Very good
head and expression, very good black and gold colour. The right ear is just
slightly tilted. High wither firm back, good croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations, good fore and very good under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Correct going, coming the elbows and wrists
could be firmer. During movement female shows a powerful far reaching gait
where the back remains firm.
5 BRONZEHUND RAGAMUFFIN - 16/11/99 - 3100050988 (*Ch Leitungen
Prince Rowdy A Z H.Neg x *Ch Bronzhund Chameleon A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Urie I
19 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head and expression., lovely dark eye. High withers, firm
back, croup is well laid but should be a fraction longer. Good fore very good
hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Correct going, correct coming. During movement
female shows powerful drive and far reaching gait where the back remains firm.

OPEN BITCH
Grading: EXCELLENT
3 *CH .VONPETA EVA AZ - 27/04/95 - S1512373 (*Darkana Northern Lights A
H.Neg x Vonpeta A'Misty Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
6 years 1 month - Above medium size medium strong, harmoniously constructed
grey sable of very good type. Very good colour, very good head and expression,

dark eye. High wither, firm back, the croup is well laid but could be a fraction
longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, very good fore and
under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going I would like to
see the hocks a little firmer, coming correct. During movement female displays
very good ground covering gait retaining a firm back.
17. *ALDAHOVEN MAGENTA AZ CD - 30/6/96 - S1615122 (*Quarlos v
Nieuwlandshof (Imp NDL) x *OC Rhosyn Sassy A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Rumble A
4 years 11 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch
where the colour could be stronger. Very good head and expression, lovely dark
eye. High wither, firm back, croup is well laid but could be a fraction longer. Good
fore, very good hindquarter angulations, good fore and under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Going hocks slightly infirm, coming elbows sightly
infirm. During movement the bitch displays a drive and reach that could be more
effective.
16. *CRAISAN PETRA AZ - 11/11/96 - S1600387 (*Bedwins Siegfreud A Z (Imp
Gmy) x *Adelora Gabby A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Haysman R & J
4 years 7 months - Above medium size medium strong female of very good type
very good head and expression. Very good black and gold with dark eye. High
wither, firm back, croup is well laid but could be a fraction longer. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulations, very good fore and under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Going hocks just slightly loose, coming elbows
just slightly loose. During movement female runs with a powerful far reaching gait
where the back remains firm.
10. *ARRISTAR ECHO BEACH AZ - 7/10/97 - 3100012970 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Sektor Risky Business A Z CD) Bdr: Exh Exh: Urie J
3 years 8 months - Above medium size black and gold bitch of very good type,
slightly stretched proportions. Very good head and expression, very good dark
eye High wither, firm back, the croup is well laid but could be a fraction longer.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good fore and under chest
development. Female stands correct in front. Going correct, coming I would like
to see the elbow connection a little firmer. During movement bitch displays a
powerful drive with far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
1 *WINBIRRA ELEGANCE AZ - 15/11/97 - 3100012114 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch San Rancho Cinnomon A Z) Bdr: Carless P Exh: Cafari
G
3 years 6 ½ months - A medium size medium strong, black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head and expression, good eye colour. High wither, firm
back, croup is well laid but should be a fraction longer. Good fore and very good

hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Female moves correct going and coming. Female
runs with a powerful rear drive and far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
8 *STRAWNANA CLASSIC AZ - 11/1/98 - 3100017931 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Strawnana Bonnie Doon A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Orwin P
3 years 5 months - Large, medium strong substantial black and gold bitch of very
good type. Very good head and expression. Slightly elongated proportions. High
wither, firm back, croup is well laid just slightly short. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good under chest development.
Female stands correct in front. Correct going and coming. During movement
bitch runs with powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
23. *CH .DENARGUN KISSIN COUSIN AZ - 28/1/98 - 3100191283 (*Denargun
Fandango A Z H.Neg x *Denargun Tomfoolery A Z) Bdr: Ballantyne KJ Exh:
Brabham JE
3 years 4 ½ months - Above medium size, strong bitch. Strong head. Normal
wither with slight nick behind, short steep croup. Good fore and hindquarter
angulation. The bitch stands with her head somewhat erect. Female stands
correct in front. Correct going, elbow connection should be firmer. During
movement the female shows powerful and strong drive. I would like to see the
back remain firmer during movement.
11. *SHEPROSE ELVIRA AZ - 28/2/98 - 5100004503 (*Kerhund Capricorn
Dancer A Z H.Neg x Darkana Tiffany A Z CDX) Bdr: Owen B Exh: Smalbil R
3 years 3 ½ months - Over medium size, over medium strong black and gold
bitch of very good type. Good head and expression, dark eye. High wither, firm
back, croup is well laid but ideally should be a little longer. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest development. Female
stands correct in front. Going I would like to see the hocks more firmer, coming
the elbows more firmer. During movement bitch presents a powerful drive and far
reaching gait where the back remains firm.
4 *SAGENHAFT SHEER CHARM AZ - 15/5/98 - 5100006191 (*Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Sagenhaft Dream Lover A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh:
Tester J & C
3 years 1 months - Large medium strong, black and gold bitch of very good type.
Very good head and expression, lovely dark eye. High wither, firm back, croup is
well laid but ideally should be a little longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation, good fore and very good under chest development. Female stands
correct in front. Correct going, I would like to see the hocks more firmer, correct

coming however the elbows should be a little firmer. During movement the
female displays a powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
21 *CRAISAN SELENA AZ - 17/7/98 - 5100007096 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Craisan Mortisha A Z) Bdr: Haysman R & J Exh: Caprioli
T
2 years 10 ½ months - Above medium size, medium strong black and gold bitch.
Good head and expression. High wither, firm back, sightly short slightly steep
croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Female stands correct in front.
Correct going coming I would like to see the elbows and pasterns a little firmer.
During movement the bitch displays a powerful far reaching drive where the back
remains firm.
14. *FLICONA KOKOMO AZ - 6/9/98 - 4100026955 (*Gigolo v d Noriswand a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Astasia Yana A Z) Bdr: Perkins G Exh: Kasenkow A
2 years 9 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of
very good type. Very good head and expression. Lovely dark eye. High wither,
firm back, croup is well laid but ideally should be a little longer. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good under chest
development. Female stands not quite correct in front. Going hocks are close
and loose, coming I would like to see the elbows remain firmer. During
movement the females displays far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
15. *VONPETA NADINE AZ - 28/9/98 - 5100007523 (*Ch Alk v Domenica a Z
Sch HIII (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Blitzenhund Sorbet City A Z) Bdr: Damarell PN & Pike
JE Exh: O'Loughlin W & J
2 years 8 ½ months - Large, medium strong, black and gold bitch. I would like to
see the colour a little stronger. Very good head and expression, dark eye. High
wither, firm back, the croup is well laid but just slightly short.. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest development. Female
stands correct in front. Correct going, coming I would like to see the elbows a
little tighter. During movement would like to see both the reach and drive more
effective.
6 *MANPRINCE TOUCH O CLASS AZ - 1/10/98 - 3100031171 (*Key vd
Wienerau a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Tobarenny Devil May Care) Bdr: Exh Exh:
Dunn
2 years 8 months - Above medium size medium strong, black and red bitch of
very good type. Very good head and expression. High wither firm back, croup is
just a little short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, ideally I would
like to see the pasterns a little firmer. Female stands correct in front. Going I
would like to see the hocks remain a little firmer and coming I would like to see

the elbows remain a little firmer. During movement the bitch shows a powerful far
reaching gait but falls slightly on the forehand.
9. *LEGIONAIRE NEVADA AZ - 15/10/98 - 3100030305 (*Hagenstolz New
Horizon A Z H.Neg x *Legionaire Petra A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Quarrell/Jenkins
2 years 7 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong, black and gold bitch of
good type. High wither slight nick behind, firm back, the croup is just slightly
short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. I would like to see the
bitch presented in a little drier condition. Female stands correct in front. Correct
going, correct coming. During movement the bitch displays a powerful and far
reaching gait where the back remains firm.
12 *JAIMON KLOUD AZ - 6/12/98 - 7100003569 (*Turnberry Bandit A Z x
*Kasharno Time for Bed A Z) Bdr: Stewart M Exh: Savickas P & S
2 years 6 months - Above medium size medium strong, black and gold bitch of
very good type. Very good head, the expression is spoilt by a just slightly light
eye. High wither, firm back, croup is well laid but I would like to see it just a
fraction longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Female stands
correct in front. Correct going and coming. During movement the bitch displays a
powerful far reaching gait transmitted through a firm back.
2 *TELLUS SOLOS WILD ONE AZ - 31/12/98 - 3100036284 (*Hagenstolz New
Horizon A Z H.Neg x *Sonnentahl DDs Solitaire A Z) Bdr: Name not supplied
Exh: Robson/Tapp
2 years 5 ½ months - Above medium size, medium strong, richly pigmented
black and gold bitch of very good type. Very good head and expression. High
wither, firm back, croup is well laid but should be a little longer. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation good fore and very good under chest
development. Female stands correct in front. Going the female moves wide,
coming I would like to see elbows remain a little firmer. During movement bitch
displays a powerful reach and drive transmitted through a firm back.
5. *RHOSYN JOSY AZ - 12/1/99 - 5100008857 (*Hammer vd Waterkant a Z
(Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Sizzler A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ & C
2 years 5months - Above medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch of
good type. High wither, firm back, the croup is well laid but should be a fraction
longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very
good under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going I would like
to see the hocks remain a little firmer, coming I would like to see the elbows
remain a little firmer. During movement the bitch displays a powerful far reaching
gait where the back remains firm.

7. *SIEGERHEIMS ELKE AZ - 27/1/99 - 5100009372 (*Ch Hasenway Wild
Knight A Z H.Neg x *Karlrach Standin Ovation A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh: Hume
L/Flynn P & K
2 years 4 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong, grey sable bitch of
very good type. Very good head and expression. High wither, firm back, croup is
well laid but slightly short. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good
fore and under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going I would
like to see the hocks remain a little firmer and coming I would like to see the
elbows remain a little firmer. During movement the bitch displays a powerful far
reaching gait where the back remains firm.
18. *RHOSYN KISS N TELL AZ - 14/3/99 - 5100009941 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z) Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh: Budarick R &
M
2 years 3 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of
very good type. Good head and expression, the ears are set slightly wide. High
withers, firm back, croup is well laid but should be a little longer. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good under chest
development. Female stands correct in front. Going moves slightly narrow,
coming elbow connection I would like to see a little firmer. During movement both
reach and drive should be more effective.
22. *RHOSYN KOFFEE AZ - 14/3/99 - 5100009942 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z) Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh: Halling D
2 years 3 months - Above medium size medium strong bitch of very good type.
High wither, firm back, just slightly short croup, good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and good under chest development. Female
stands correct in front. Going I would like to see the hocks remain a little firmer,
coming I would like to see the elbows remain a little firmer. During movement I
would like see the reach and drive both a little more effective.
290 *ALIMANDA QUEEN O HEARTS AZ - 29/4/99 - 5100010547 (*Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Alimanda Taste O Honey A) Bdr: Butterfield ED
& J Exh: Butterfield ED & J/Grigson J
2 years 1 ½ months - A medium size medium strong black and gold bitch of very
good type. The ears should be firmer. High wither, firm back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good
under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Going I would like to
see the hocks a little firmer, coming I would like to see the elbows a little firmer.
During movement the bitch displays a powerful drive with a far reaching gait, but
I would like to see the back remain firmer.

19. *ALIMANDA POT O GOLD AZ - 29/4/99 - 5100010548 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Alimanda Taste O Honey A) Bdr: Exh Exh: Butterfield
ED & J
2 years 1 ½ months - Above medium size, medium strong, grey sable bitch. Very
good expression, very good head, dark eye. High wither, firm back, good length
and lay of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and
very good under chest development. Female stands not quite correct in front.
Going moves slightly wide, coming I would like to see the elbows and pasterns a
little firmer. During movement I would like to see both reach and drive become
more effective.
13. *HAGENSTOLZ YOU'RE A ZIGGY AZ - 26/5/99 - 3100042967 (*Hagenstolz
New Horizon A Z H.Neg x *Hagenstolz Diamond A Z) Bdr: Pettenhofer A/Taylor
A Exh: Delucia J & J
2 years - Above medium size medium strong black and red bitch of very good
type. High wither, slight nick behind, firm back, the croup is well laid but should
be a little longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, good fore
and under chest development. Female stands correct in front. Correct going,
coming I would like to see the elbow connection a little firmer. During movement
the bitch displays a powerful rear drive. I would like to see the forereach
extended.

BABY PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. NATCHEZ YOGI BEAR - 10/1/01 - 5100018087 (*Natchez Vampire Slayer A
Z H.Neg x *Natchez Hell Cat A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Smith P
6. SHEPHARD HILL ENVY ME - 22/1/01 - 5100018686 (*Rhosyn Kriskross A Z
H.Neg x *Flicona Kokomo A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Kasenkow A
3. SIEGERHEIMS JIM BEAM - 21/2/01 - 5100018854 (*Ch Triumphs Kazan a Z
H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh:
Corlett K & V/Hume L
4. SIEGERHEIMS JACK DANIELS - 21/2/01 - 5100018855 (*Ch Triumphs
Kazan a Z H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K
Exh: Owen B
2. HAGENSTOLZ EL EGO - 24/2/01 - 3100074825 (*Troy vd Noriswand a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Hagenstolz Horoscope A Z) Bdr: Delucia J & J/Taylor
A/Pettenhofer Exh: Delucia J & J/Taylor A

5 BRUANGIE TALAHACHE - 27/2/01 - 5100019372 (*Adelora Marcus A Z
H.Neg x *Bruangie La Lola A Z) Bdr: Corlett K & V Exh: Corlett K & V/Hume L
Return to top

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. RHOSYN QUEST FOR POWER - 7/10/00 - 5100016995 (*Rhosyn Kriskross A
Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Chicago Hope A Z) Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh: Whelan PJ &
SM/Collins SJ & C
8 months - Large, strong, substantial male of good type. Good head and
expression. High wither, firm back, croup is well laid just slightly short,
pronounced chest proportions for his age. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Hocks and elbows both slightly loose. During
movement the dog showed powerful drive and far reaching gait, where the back
remains firm.
5. HILLTOP CATO - 11/10/00 - 3100069044 (*Adrian zur Seehochte a Z H.Neg
(Imp Gmy) x *Hilltop Vina A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Huxley J
8 months - Large strong substantial male of very good type. Good head and
expression. High wither, firm back just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Going hocks
are close and loose, coming elbows yet to firm. During movement both reach and
drive should be more effective.
3. LASSLAND STORM TROOPER - 11/10/00 - 3100071754 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Lassland Thunda Storm A Z) Bdr: Gardner C & L Exh:
McPherson A & A
8 months - Above medium size medium strong dog. Good head and expression.
High wither, firm back , the croup is well laid just slightly short. Stands with head
in somewhat erect position. Stands correct in front. Going hocks yet to firm,
coming elbows yet to firm. Dog runs with a powerful far reaching gait where the
back remains firm.
6. VONDOUSSA DANIHER - 2/11/00 - 5100017508 (*Ch Triumphs Kazan a Z
H.Neg (Imp Swd) x *Delaforce Bel Espirit A Z ET) Bdr: Hueppauff A/Lloyd M Exh:
Cooke IV & MA
7 months - Above medium size medium strong, male of good type. Good head
and expression. Normal wither, firm back just slightly short slightly steep croup.

Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Going moves
close with loose hocks, coming moves with loose elbows. During movement the
dog runs with effective reach and drive.
2. LASSLAND STORM BREWING - 11/11/00 - 3100071753 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal
a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Lassland Thunda Storm A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Gardner C
&L
7 months - Above medium size medium strong dog of very good type. Very good
head and expression, very good colour. High wither, firm back, the croup is well
laid but just slightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front. Going hocks are yet to firm, coming elbows and pasterns
are yet to firm. During movement the dog runs with a powerful far reaching gait
where the back remains firm.
4. LEGIONAIRE JJS JACKPOT - 10/12/00 - 3100070557 (*Adalric Bullets N
Balls A Z H.Neg x *Legionaire Petra A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Quarrell/Jenkins
6 months Large, above medium strong, substantial puppy of good black and gold
colour and very good type. Ears are yet to firm. Good fore and very good hind
angulation. High wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Dog stands
correct in front. Going the dog is cow hocked, coming elbows yet to firm. During
movement both reach and drive should be more effective.
7. SPELLBINDA INDIPENDENCE - 24/11/00 - 3100069633 (*Stobar Peete A Z
H.Neg x *Ch Bronacre Ramoth A Z) Bdr: Adams A Exh: Vincent P
6 ½ months - Above medium size medium strong, black and gold dog, short
coupled. Good head, the bite is overshot. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Going hocks yet to firm, coming elbows and
pasterns are yet to firm. In movement the dog runs with effective reach and drive.

PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1 VOLKRISS HORIZON - 29/7/00 - 310006593 (*Hagenstolz New Horizon A Z
H.Neg x *Siegerheims Caroline A Z) Bdr: Berry D Exh: Robson R
10 ½ months - Large above medium strong, black and gold male of good type.
Very good head, the expression is spoilt by a slightly light eye. Normal wither,
slight nick behind, the croup is slightly short and slightly steep. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and under chest development.
Stands correct in front. Going hocks yet to firm, coming elbows yet to firm. During
movement dog shows a powerful far reaching gait.

2 TAURORN JAZZMAN - 4/9/00 - 5100016638 (*Ch Arkahla Astrodome A Z
H.Neg ET CD x Delaforce Cool Runnings A Z) Bdr: Wellman G Exh: Fielder B
9 months - Large medium strong, black and gold male of very good type. Good
head, the expression spoilt by sightly slight eye. High wither, firm back, slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands correct in front. Going hocks are yet to firm, elbows and pasterns are yet
to firm. During movement dog show powerful far reaching gait where the back
remains firm.
3 ARKAHLA GONZO - 20/8/00 - 5100016460 (*Ch Arkahla Astrodome A Z
H.Neg ET CD x *Arkahla Foreffsake A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: O'Loughlin W & J
9 ½ months - Over medium size medium strong black and gold dog of very good
type. Good head and expression spoilt by slightly light eye. Good wither, firm
back, good croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, good fore
and under chest development. Stands correct in front. Correct going with hocks
yet to firm, coming elbows and pasterns are yet to firm. During movement dog
runs with an effective reach and drive.
Grading: PROMISING
4 SIEGERHEIMS HUNTER - 9/8/00 - 5100016615 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Siegerheims Brigitte A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh: Cooke
IV & MA/Flynn P & K
10 months - Large, medium strong, male of good type. Soft right ear. Normal
wither, firm back, croup is well laid just slightly short. Good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Going moves close with hocks yet to firm
,coming elbows and pasterns yet to firm. During movement dog runs with an
effective reach and drive, falls slightly on the forehand.

JUNIOR DOG
Grading: VERY GOOD
1 BONSHANNON FURY AZ - 12/2/00 - 3100054437 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Bonshannon Xanadu A Z) Bdr: Ellen B Exh: Dunn
16 months - Above medium size medium strong, black and gold male of very
good type. Good head, the ears still slightly soft. High wither, firm back, croup is
well laid just a little short good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and very good under chest development. Dog does not stands quite correct
in front. Correct going, elbows wrists and pasterns yet to firm. During movement
shows a powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.

2 ICCARA LIVIN LAVIDA LOCA AZ - 6/3/00 - 6100017968 (*Djenuen Muddy
Waters A Z H.Neg x *Iccara Deadly Sin A Z) Bdr: Woollard L & S Exh: Robson M
&V
15 months - Large, strong substantial black and gold male of very good type.
Good head. High wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Going hocks yet to
firm, coming elbow connection could be tighter. During movement dog runs with
powerful far reaching gait where the back remains firm.
Grading: GOOD
3 BRUANGIE PHONEX RISING AZ - 21/1/00 - 5100014423 (*Ch Denargun
Browned Off A Z H.Neg x *Bruangie Hearts Desire A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Corlett K
&V
16 ½ months - Large, strong substantial black and gold male of good type. High
wither, slight nick behind, firm back, slightly short sightly steep croup. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation, pronounced fore chest development.
Stands correct in front. Correct going, coming elbow connection yet to firm.
During movement both reach and drive could be more effective. I would like to
see the back remain firmer, falls slightly on the forehand.
4 SIEGERHEIMS GO FOR GOLD - 10/6/00 - 5100012567 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a
Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Djenuen Dangerous Liason A Z) Bdr: Flynn P & K Exh:
Hume L/Flynn P & K
12 months - Large, strong, substantial black and gold male. Strong head and
expression, dark eye. High wither, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest.
Stands correct in front. Going wide with hocks yet to firm. coming wide with
elbow and pasterns yet to firm. During movement both reach and drive should be
more effective. I would like to see the back remain firmer.
5 LEBERHINE IJAZ AZ - 6/4/00 - 5100014919 (*Mutz von Schuttingerweg a Z
(Imp Gmy) x *Lindanvale Ritzi (Imp UK) A Z) Bdr: Garvican H & C Exh: Evans R
14 months - Large, strong, substantial male black and gold male. Good head.
Normal wither, firm back, just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation, very good fore and under chest development.
Stands correct in front. Going hocks are slightly loose, coming pasterns and
elbows yet to firm. During movement reach and drive should be more effective I
would like to see his back remain firmer.

INTERMEDIATE DOG

Grading: VERY GOOD
1 *VONPETA QUESTOR AZ - 26/10/99 - 5100012653 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Ch Vonpeta Eva A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Damarell PN & Pike JE
19 ½ months - Large, strong substantial grey sable male of very good type.
Harmoniously constructed dog with very good head and expression, dark eye.
High wither, firm back good length of croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, pronounced chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Correct going,
correct coming. During movement dog shows a powerful far reaching gait where
the back remains firm.
2 *VOLKRISS JACK HAMMER AZ - 11/6/99 - 3100042367 (*Hammer vd
Waterkant a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Volkriss Monte Verdi A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Berry
24 months - Large, above medium strong black and gold dog of very good type.
Very good head, expression spoilt by slightly soft right ear. High wither firm back,
croup well laid just slightly short good fore very good hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and very good under chest development. Stands correct in front.
Going hocks just slightly loose, coming elbows and pasterns slightly loose.
During movement the dog runs with powerful far reaching gait where the back
remains firm.
3 *BODECKA GRANDSLAM AZ H.Neg - 30/8/99 - 3100046079 (*Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Bodecka Bolly A Z CD) Bdr: Exh Exh: Joseph J
21 ½ months - Large, strong substantial male of very good type. Good head and
expression. High wither, firm back, slight nick behind, croup should be just a little
longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under
chest development. Stands correct in front. Correct going, coming I would like to
see the elbows a little firmer. During movement dog runs with good ground
covering gait.
4 HAGENSTOLZ WHATA STYLE AZ H.Neg - 7/3/99 - 3100040103 (*Ch Alk v
Domenica a Z Sch HIII (Imp Gmy) x *Hagenstolz Horoscope A Z) Bdr:
Pettenhofer A/Taylor A Exh: McNicol R & C
2 years 3 months - Large strong substantial black and gold male. High wither,
firm back, croup is slightly short slightly steep. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, pronounced chest proportions. Stands correct in front.
Correct going, correct coming. During movement shows powerful hindquarter
drive, the front should be more effective.
5 *CRAISAN THUMPA AZ - 12/9/99 - 5100012295 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Craisan Petra A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Haysman R & J

21 months - Large, strong, substantial black and gold male. Very good type,
good head and expression, dark eye. High wither, firm back, croup should be just
a little longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and
very good chest development. Stands correct in front. Correct going, correct
coming. During movement exhibits a far reaching ground covering gait.
6 OBICAN ALLEGIANCE - 9/10/99 - 3100048402 (*Ch Dorsten Monte Cito A Z
H.Neg x *Bodecka Ela A Z) Bdr: Aarons P Exh: McClare N
20 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold male of good
type. Good head and expression, dark eye. High wither, firm back, croup should
be just a little longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Dog
stands not quite correct in front. Going dog moves with hocks slightly close,
coming elbows and pasterns slightly loose. During movement both reach and
drive should be more effective.
7 HILLTOP VANDO AZ - 9/7/99 - 3100043349 (*Ch Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg
(Imp Gmy) x *Hilltop Maddii A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Huxley J
23 months - Above medium size medium strong black and gold dog Good head,
expressive, dark eye. Normal wither, firm back, the croup could be just a little
longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations, good fore and under
chest development. Stands correct in front. Going moves close behind slightly
loose hocks, coming elbows and pasterns still slightly loose. During movement
both reach and drive should be more effective.

OPEN DOG
Grading: EXCELLENT
1. *CH .LEITUNGEN PRINCE ROWDY AZ H.Neg - 14/6/97 - 2100008734 (*Ch
Iwan v Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Leitungen Marie A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh:
Lines T
4 years - Over medium size, medium strong male very good type. Very good
colour, harmoniously constructed. Very good head and expression. High wither,
firm back, good length of croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation,
good fore and very good under chest development. Stands correct in front.
Correct going, correct coming. During movement dog runs with very powerful far
reaching ground covering gait where the back remains firm.
3. *ADALRIC BULLETS N BALLS AZ H.Neg - 6/10/97 - 3100010936
(*Hagenstolz Joni Be Good A Z H.Neg x *Swarzlic Jaffa A Z) Bdr: Name not
supplied Exh: Quarrell/Jenkins

3 years 8 months - Over medium size strong substantial black and gold male of
very good type. Very strong head, good eye colour. High wither, firm back, croup
is well laid but could be just a little longer. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulations, pronounced chest proportions, very good fore and under chest
development. Stands correct in front. Correct going, comes just a little wide.
During movement dog runs with powerful far reaching gait where the back
remains firm.
8. *MANPRINCE QUICKAS AFLASH AZ - 20/10/97 - 3100012084 (*Ch
Hasenway Wild Knight A Z H.Neg x Tobarenny Devil May Care) Bdr: Name not
supplied Exh: John SA
12 years 3 months - Over medium size medium strong, black and gold dog of
good type. Good head and expression, dark eye, Normal wither, firm back, croup
is well laid but should be just a little longer. Good fore and hindquarter
angulation, very good fore and under chest development. Stands correct in front.
Correct going, coming elbow connection could be a little tighter. During
movement dog shows powerful ground covering gait where the back remains
firm.
11.. *MELKIRRA EXCEL AZ - 28/10/97 - 3100011975 (*Zenrista the Vigilante A
Z H.Neg x Melkirra Crystal Black) Bdr: Exh Exh: Holden I & L
3 years 7 ½ months - Large, strong, substantial male High wither slight nick
behind, firm back, sightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, the upper arm could be just a little longer and better
angled. Stands correct in front. Slightly close going with hocks just slightly loose,
coming elbow connection should be firmer. During movement the dog shows
powerful far reaching gait.
6. *AMBALA RONALD BELFORD AZ H.Neg - 13/11/97 - 2100019518 (*Ambala
Ricochet A Z x *Dorsten Merry Fox A) Bdr: Stokes MM & FC Exh: Rumsey V
3 years 7 months - Over medium size medium strong dog of good type. Good
head and expression. High wither, firm back sight nick behind, croup is well laid
just slightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. Correct going, correct coming. During movement runs with
powerful drive however forehand reach could be more effective.
2. *ADELORA MARCUS AZ H.Neg - 21/10/98 - 2100047893 (*Karlrach Rum
Ball A Z H.Neg x *Gretelheim Yana A Z) Bdr: Neddermeyer H & J/Strachan L & J
Exh: Sims G
2 years 7 ½ months - Over medium size over medium strong, black and gold dog
of good type. High wither, firm back just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation very good fore chest and under chest

development. Stands correct in front. Correct going, elbow connection could be
firmer coming. During movement dog shows a powerful far reaching ground
covering gait.
9. *RHOSYN ICE LORD AZ - 25/10/98 - 5100007991 (*Pendragan Hot As Hell A
Z H.Neg x *Rhosyn Yuanita A Z) Bdr: Collins SJ & C Exh: Pittelli S
2 years 7 ½ months - Large, over medium size, black and gold male with strong
head, spoilt slightly by light eye. Normal wither, nick behind, firm back , sightly
short sightly steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good
fore chest development. Stands correct in front. Going hocks just slightly loose,
coming elbow connection could be firmer. During movement dog shows powerful
drive, the reach could be more effective, falls slightly on the forehand.
5. *STERBACH MONTANA AZ - 12/12/98 - 3100034058 (*Hammer vd
Waterkant a Z (Imp Gmy) x *Sterbach Trieste A Z) Bdr: Bainbridge N & L Exh:
Ellen B
2 years 6 months - Large medium strong, black and gold male of very good type.
Very good head and expression. High wither, firm back, the croup is well laid just
sightly short. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good fore
and under chest proportions. Stands correct in front. Correct going, correct
coming. During movement dogs shows very good powerful ground covering gait
where the back remains firm.
10. *GEWALT ROGUE WORRIER AZ H.Neg - 23/12/98 - 7100003852
(*Maltaknights Pius Ponte A Z H.Neg x *Karraine Secret Gift A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh:
Crozier S & V
2 years 5 ½ months - Large, over medium strong black and gold male. Normal
wither, firm back, slightly short sightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest development. Dog stands
correct in front. Hocks just slightly loose going, elbow connection could be a little
firmer. During movement dog displays far reaching powerful hind drive, the reach
should be more effective, falls slightly on the forehand.
7. *ASTASIA YLO AZ - 18/1/99 - 4100034118 (*Jasso vd Roten Matter a Z
H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Astasia Piah A Z) Bdr: Hersant B Exh: Dobson
2 years 4 ½ months - Over medium size medium strong black and gold male of
very good type. Good head and expression. High withers, slight nick behind,
croup is slightly short sightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Going hocks just slightly loose, elbow connection could be firmer.
During movement dog displays a powerful far reaching gait where the back
remains firm.

4. *RHOSYN KRISKROSS AZ H.Neg - 14/3/99 - 5100009936 (*Ch Iwan v
Lechtal a Z H.Neg (Imp Gmy) x *Rhosyn Ashanti A Z) Bdr: Exh Exh: Collins SJ &
C
2 years 3 months - Large, over medium strong male black and gold of very good
type. Normal wither, firm back, just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore
and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest development.
Stands correct in front. Correct going, elbow connection could be firmer. During
movement shows good ground covering gait.

OBEDIENCE TRIAL
Overview.
It was a pleasure to judge the Obedience Trial at the 2001 German Shepherd
Dog Club of SA Inc Restricted Trial. Unfortunately, I was not informed until the
Monday night AFTER THE TRIAL that I was expected to give a written critique
on every dog I judged. Had I known before the Trial commenced, I would have
been only too happy to provide critiques, but trying to do this so long after the
event would be unfair to exhibitors.
I felt the overall standard of the dogs in all classes was very good which is very
encouraging for the breed and a reflection of the quality of instruction provided at
our Breed Clubs. Despite the distractions, the dogs worked well and the overall
improvement in the heeling exercises was quite marked from when I judged at
this event in 1998. There were some extended and prolonged hand signals used
by a few exhibitors - this must be carefully watched. The usual mishaps
prevented several good dogs from gaining passes on the day but I was delighted
to be able to award the Excellent grading to three dogs - one in each of the
Utility, Open and Novice classes. These dogs performed at a particularly high
level and it was pleasing to watch handler and dog work so well as a team in
each case. Congratulations to the following Exhibitors and their dogs on gaining
Excellent medallions:UTILITY DOG OC SIEGSTER KING KIERAN R English
OPEN BITCH OC INIFF STREET CREDIT AD J Wilmot
NOVICE DOG *ALLINKA ULTIMATUM AZ F Farley
I would like to thank all the exhibitors for entering and wish them success in
future trialing, and a very special "thank you" to my two Stewards on the day, for
a job very well done.

UTILITY DOG QUALIFIERS
1st OC SIEGSTER KING KIERAN AZ 190 points Owner: R English

OPEN DOG QUALIFIERS
1st ADELORA ORION C D 178 points Owner: P & A O'Grady

OPEN BITCH QUALIFIERS
1st OC INIFF STREET CREDIT AZ 191 points Owner J Wilmot

OVICE DOG QUALIFIERS
1st *ALLINKA ULTIMATUM AZ 191 points Owner F Farley
2nd SHEPROSE GAY GAMBIER 181 points Owner P K Baturin

NOVICE BITCH QUALIFIERS
1st *ALLINKA ULTIMATUM AZ 191 points Owner F Farley
2nd SHEPROSE GAY GAMBIER 181 points Owner P K Baturin

